In this study we examine the performance of krugerrands vis-a-vis gold shares on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange over the period 1980 -1983. Using the Markowitz portfolio selection model and Sharpe's capital market theory we are able to demonstrate that over the past few years, krugerrands have produced sub-optimal returns for the South African investor. This follows because in each year the investor would have been better off in some combination of gold shares and treasury bills rather than in krugerrands, no matter what risk level he chose. Furthermore, even in the naive case where the investor merely buys the gold share index, krugerrands are shown to be an inferior investment.
Introduction
Gold bullion sales and the gold price are clearly items of tremendous importance to all South African investors because of the effect they have on the entire economy. But, in addition to their importance because of their overall effect, they are also important investment mediums in their own right. In fact, many South African investors adopt an almost reverential attitude to gold and discussion of the pros and cons of investment in the metal is liable to attract patriotic responses. It is therefore not surprising that South African investors are well catered for in terms of potential gold-related investments, with two distinct gold-based investment mediums being quoted on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). These are the gold shares (quoted companies) and the krugerrand.
In recent years a great deal of interest has been shown in these two investment mediums with most investors holding an investment in either gold shares or krugerrands or both.
It is therefore of considerable interest to examine the ex-post behaviour of gold shares vis-a-vis the krugerrand. In particular, it is of interest to determine whether ex-post, gold shares or krugerrands have provided the better investment opportunity for a South African investor or indeed, whether the investor's funds should have been divided with a certain proportion of them being placed in krugerrands and a certain proportion in gold shares.
The portfolio selection model
In 1952 Markowitz published his seminal paper on portfolio selection. This paper has formed the basis of all modem portfolio theory and is based on the assumption that only two factors need to be considered in choosing a portfolio, namely the return the investor can expect to receive from holding the portfolio and the uncertainty or risk associated with this return. Traditionally return has been calculated in the accepted manner as receipts (selling price plus dividends) less expenditure (purchase price) divided by expenditure. This method has been followed in this article.
The measurement of risk has proved much more contentious but the most widely accepted measure has been the deviation of return and this approach has been adopted in this article. The result is that any portfolio can be represented as a single point in a risk-return diagram. In fact, all possible portfolios (that is, all possible combinations of securities) will fill some region in this risk-return space. The basis of Markowitz's contribution to Finance is that a set of portfolios can be found which will dominate all other portfolios in the sense that for these portfolios it is not possible to obtain either a 50 greater expected return without incurring greater risk or to obtain smaller risk without decreasing expected return. This special set of portfolios is known as the efficient set and it is clear that any investor would only wish to hold a portfolio belonging to this efficient set. This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1 where curve AB represents the efficient set.
William Sharpe (1964) used Markowitz' s basic ideas to extent the portfolio selection model and derived the wellknown capital market theory. This theory was based on the assumption that investors were faced not only with a choice of risky assets but that they could also invest in a so-called 'risk free' asset such as treasury bills. Sharpe in fact derived his capital market theory on the assumption that investors could borrow or lend at the same risk-free rate. That is, it is assumed that the investor will be able to borrow additional funds to invest in risky assets. In this situation the sketch in Figure 1 will be altered to that which the situation in Figure 2 pertains.
The original efficient set AB has been altered by the inclusion of the risk-free asset (Rs). The new efficient frontier is represented by the curve RsML. Points on the curve AB which were previously efficient are now clearly inefficient because for these points one can obtain higher returns on the curve RsML for no additional risk. Any rational investor will therefore choose one of the portfolios on the curve RsML.
The data
The basic data used in this study consisted of the weekly closing price of 45 gold shares quoted on the JSE as well as S.-Afr. Tydskr. Bedryfsl. 1986, 17(2) 
WITWATERSRAND GOLD MINING COMPANY LIMITED
These five securities were omitted because of the lack of sufficient data on these shares on the UCT computer share data base.
The period for which the data were analysed was 23 May 1980-12 April 1983 and a summary of statistics is given in Table 1 .
Selection of efficient portfolios
Using the data described above, efficient portfolios were generated for each of four non-overlapping periods. These periods were: 23 May 1980 -24 December 1980 9 January 1981 -18 December 1981 8 January 1982 -20 December 1982 and 4 January 1983-12 April 1983. It must be stressed that these four periods were chosen for convenience and not because of any market or economic considerations. The starting date represents the time at which the krugerrand was first quoted on the JSE whereas the closing date represents the final date for which data were available on the UCT computer.
Two different efficient frontiers were generated for each period and these are shown in Figures 3 -6. The first efficient frontier is labelled SJMQ and was derived from the 45 gold shares listed in Appendix A. This frontier thus represents the efficient portfolios that were available to shareholders who wished to invest in gold shares only. The second efficient frontier is labelled KJMQ and was detennined using not only the 45 gold shares but also the krugerrand. It thiu indicates the advantage, if any, that will accrue to an investor who includes krugerrands in his portfolio in addition to gold shares.
In addition to these two efficient frontiers, Figures 3-6 also indicate the capital market line for each year. This line is drawn tangent to the efficient frontier from a point on the return axis equal to the risk-free rate. It represents the efficient frontier for an investor who would have chosen his portfolio from the 45 gold shares considered in this study, the kruger· rand, and treasury bills (assumed to be the risk-free asset for this study). As mentioned previously the capital market line is a straight line and is indicated by RsML in Figures 3 -6.
Composition of efficient portfolios
Examination of Figures 3 -6 indicates that the range and shape of the efficient set is markedly different in each period, S. Afr. J. Bus. Mgmt. 1986, 17(2) Tables 2-5 shows that for all four periods, portfolio M does not include any krugerrands whatsoever, TM can also be seen from Figures 3 -6 where it is clear that the junction of the efficient frontiers (one with and one without the krugerrand) at point J occurs below point M in all four periods. The conclusion is clear. In each of the four periods an investor could have earned more return by limiting his investment to a combination of treasury bills and gold shares rather than a combination of gold shares, treasury bills, and the krugerrand. What is more, he could have earned the additional return without increasing his risk. Therefore, any investor who requires less risk than that offered by portfolio M would be best advised to purchase a combination of treasury bills and portfolio M. An investor who wishes to earn a higher return than that offered by portfolio M would, if unable to borrow, choose one of the portfolios between M and Q. In either case, it is clear that krugerrands will not be included in the optimal choice. s. Afr. J. Bus. Mgmt. 1986, 17(2) 
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Ex-post vs ex-ante arguments
One possible drawback of the above results is that the study was performed on an ex-post basis whereas in practice investors must act ex-ante; that is, they must use estimates of the expected return and risk for each security for the coming period. Nevertheless, we believe that ex-post studies are of value in that they demonstrate the investment opportunities that were actually available in the period. Any consistent results which appear would indicate areas in which investors appear to be making systematic error. This should obviously be of interest to all investors although they must ask themselves whether or not the situation is likely to continue.
In the case of the krugerrand vs gold shares debate, however, an attempt can be made to examine the ex-ante question in addition to the ex-post analysis above. From an ex-ante ~sit!on, the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) (Fama, 1970) implies that the investor can do no better than to buy 'the market'. As far as the market in gold shares is concerned, the JSE Actuaries All Gold Index can be used as a surrogate. Therefore, to examine the ex-ante situation, the performance of a gold investor who bought the market (i.e. the All Gold Index) can be contrasted with the performance of an investor who divided his funds between the krugerrand and the gold index. This was done using the Markowitz approach described earlier and the results are shown in Figures 7 -9 .
It is important to note that the curves KMQ in Figures 7 -9 represent the efficient frontier for an investor faced with only two alternatives -the gold index and/or the krugerrand. Also, because both the krugerrand and the gold share index resulted in losses in 1981 an ex-ante analysis is meaningless and has therefore been excluded. Figure 10 which indicates the situation for the entire period has been included instead. Finally, note that the capital market line has also been included which indicates the opportunities available to an investor who was faced with three alternatives; the krugerrand, the gold share index and treasury bills. The results indicated by F'lgllres 7 -10 are summarized in Table 6 .
The results clearly show that at best limited investments should be made in the krugerran(l. In fact, no more than 20070 of funds available for investment in gold-related investments should be allocated to the krugerrand, probably even less. S.-Afr. Tydskr. Bedryfsl. 1986, 17(2) o. 
Conclusion
The overall conclusion one can draw from the above results is that relative to gold shares, the krugerrand has pro~ecl historically to be a poor investment. In general, over the penod considered the krugerrand provided less return than did the gold shares on average. Moreover, this reduction in return was not compensated for by an adequate reduction in ~k and in fact in the bear phase of 1981 the krugerrand pnce fell more than the JSE Actuaries All Gold Index. The result is that an investor who considers himself a superior analyst as regards gold shares should clearly not invest any of his funds in the krugerrand. For the naive investor the best strategy would probably be to divide his funds between a 'gold index' portfolio and treasure bills. If he did decide to invest in krugerrands the amount invested therein should be small -certainly no more than 200/o nf hi..: funnc,
